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Abstract. We introduce a fast direct solver for variable-coefficient elliptic partial differential
equations on surfaces based on the hierarchical Poincaré–Steklov method. The method takes as
input an unstructured, high-order quadrilateral mesh of a surface and discretizes surface differential
operators on each element using a high-order spectral collocation scheme. Elemental solution operators
and Dirichlet-to-Neumann maps tangent to the surface are precomputed and merged in a pairwise
fashion to yield a hierarchy of solution operators that may be applied in O(N log N ) operations for a
mesh with N elements. The resulting fast direct solver may be used to accelerate high-order implicit
time-stepping schemes, as the precomputed operators can be reused for fast elliptic solves on surfaces.
On a standard laptop, precomputation for a 12th-order surface mesh with over 1 million degrees of
freedom takes 17 seconds, while subsequent solves take only 0.25 seconds. We apply the method to a
range of problems on both smooth surfaces and surfaces with sharp corners and edges, including the
static Laplace–Beltrami problem, the Hodge decomposition of a tangential vector field, and some
time-dependent nonlinear reaction–diffusion systems.
Key words. surface PDE, fast direct solver, Laplace–Beltrami, hierarchical Poincaré–Steklov
method, spectral element method, reaction–diffusion equation
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1. Introduction. Surface-bound phenomena arise in a wide variety of applications, including electromagnetics [28, 29, 30, 17], plasma physics [6, 36, 55], biological
pattern formation [48], bulk–surface diffusion processes [21, 58], biomechanics [70, 59],
and fluid dynamics [64, 72]. Modeling such phenomena often leads to surface partial
differential equations (PDEs)—that is, partial differential equations whose differential
operators are taken with respect to the on-surface metric. Thus, the numerical solution
of surface PDEs is an important component in the simulation of surface phenomena.
High-order numerical methods have gained popularity in recent years due to
their high levels of accuracy and efficiency per degree of freedom, and a panoply
of numerical methods have been developed for discretizing and solving PDEs on
surfaces using a variety of geometry representations, with both low-order and highorder accuracy. Broadly speaking, surface PDE solvers may be divided into three
main categories: mesh-based methods (e.g., finite element [27] and integral-equationbased [60] methods), meshless methods (e.g., radial basis function methods [34, 75]),
and embedded methods (e.g., level set [11] and closest point [74] methods). Briefly, let
us highlight each category with a particular focus on the fast and high-order accurate
solvers available to each:
• Mesh-based methods. Perhaps most popular among mesh-based methods
is the surface finite element method (FEM) [23, 24, 25, 26, 20, 27], which
weakly enforces the PDE on each element of a surface mesh, along with
coupling conditions at element interfaces. Surface discretizations based on the
high-order FEM have been used in the setting of isogeometric analysis, but
typically employ at most cubic or quartic polynomials [46, 49]. In addition,
little work has been done on developing efficient solvers for the resulting linear
systems in the high-order context on surfaces, where metric quantities can lead
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to variable coefficients with strong anisotropies. Geometric multigrid methods
have achieved mesh-independent convergence rates when solving surface PDEs
discretized by FEM, but have traditionally been applied to discretizations
using only linear [51, 12, 1] or quadratic [15] basis functions. Sparse direct
solvers such as UMFPACK [19] may be applied to surface FEM discretizations
for moderate problem sizes, but often suffer from dense fill-in at higher orders.
For simple surface PDEs such as the Laplace–Beltrami equation, secondkind integral equation formulations exist based on the Green’s function for
the three-dimensional Laplacian [60]. These formulations can be discretized
to high-order accuracy to yield well-conditioned matrices which are amenable
to solution via an iterative method in only a constant number of iterations.
Moreover, each iteration may be accelerated to linear time by the fast multipole
method [42]. However, the application of specialized near-singular quadrature
rules can significantly hinder runtimes, even in modern implementations [2].
Finally, integral-equation-based approaches may not be applicable to the
general variable-coefficient surface PDEs considered in this work.
For these mesh-based methods, high-order accuracy can be hampered by
a surface mesh that is only low-order smooth. Recent work has shown that a
flat surface mesh can be used to define a nearby high-order smooth surface
mesh in a way that preserves multiscale features [73].
• Meshless methods. Meshless methods use scattered data (typically, a point
cloud with neighbor information) to represent a surface via interpolation.
The flexibility and robustness of the point cloud representation make such
methods well suited to computing with noisy surface data, as might arise
in imaging applications. Meshless methods based on radial basis functions
(RBFs) can yield high-order accurate solutions of surface PDEs [34, 68], and
result in sparse linear systems which may be inverted with a direct solver
for moderate problem sizes. However, scaling can break down at high orders
due to dense fill-in [67]. Recently, preconditioned iterative methods [52] and
meshless multigrid methods [76] have been shown to yield “mesh”-independent
convergence rates at higher orders, at least up to order 7. RBF methods have
also been applied to solve PDEs on evolving surfaces [75].
• Embedded methods. Embedded methods recast a surface PDE as a volumetric PDE posed on all of R3 via extension, using a suitable mapping between
points on the surface and points in the ambient space. Implicit surface representations based on the level set method have been used with Cartesian finite
differences in the volume to yield second-order accurate discretizations for
surface PDEs [11, 43, 44], though solving in a narrow band can degrade the
order of convergence [43]. In addition, standard iterative solvers can require
many iterations to converge [44], and the effect of higher-order finite difference
stencils on solver complexity has not been well studied in this context.
Closest point methods [63, 54, 74, 53] take a similar approach, but can
handle a range surfaces with open ends, cusps, and corners through the
use of a closest point extension. Higher-order finite difference stencils have
been studied using narrow-banding with closest point extension, and the
resulting linear systems are generally sparse. However, iterative methods can
stall without sufficient preconditioning. To that end, narrow-band multigrid
methods have been used in conjunction with the closest point method to yield
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mesh-independent iteration counts, though only for second-order stencils [16].
Finally, it should be noted that embedded methods necessarily require
physical quantities defined on the surface to be extended into the volume—a
task that can be challenging to do with high-order accuracy [5].
In this work we propose a fast direct solver for a high-order spectral element
discretization of a surface PDE. Given a collection of geometric patches defining
the surface, the method directly discretizes the strong form of the surface PDE on
each patch using classical Chebyshev spectral collocation [71, 13]. Continuity and
continuity of the binormal derivative are imposed between neighboring patches, which
are merged pairwise in a tree-like fashion using the hierarchical Poincaré–Steklov (HPS)
scheme [56, 40, 39, 7, 32, 57]. The method can be viewed as an operator analogue
of classical nested dissection [37], with a factorization complexity of O(N 3/2 ) and
subsequent solve complexity of O(N log N ) for a mesh with N elements.
Direct solvers offer a few key advantages in the high-order setting. First, the
complexity constant associated with direct solvers is typically small (at least for twodimensional problems). Second, the large condition numbers commonly associated
with high-order discretizations do not affect the performance of a direct solver [57].
Likewise, physical parameters such as variable coefficients and wavenumbers which
could degrade the performance of an iterative method do not affect the runtime of a
direct solver. Lastly, as the factorizations from a direct solver can be stored for reuse,
repeated solves of the same PDE with different data are very fast. Because of this,
direct solvers can be used to accelerate semi-implicit time-stepping schemes [8, 9] or
handle localized changes to geometry [77] while maintaining high-order accuracy in
space. Though the surfaces we consider in this work are embedded in three dimensions,
their surface PDEs are two-dimensional problems, enabling all the benefits of fast
direct solvers in two dimensions.
The paper is structured as follows. In section 2, we define surface differential
operators and spectral collocation on a single surface patch. Section 3 describes the
Schur complement method for domain decomposition on surfaces, starting from the
linear system of a single element and moving to two “glued” elements. In section 4, we
describe the hierarchical fast direct solver and its computational complexity. Section 5
presents numerical examples demonstrating both the speed and high-order convergence
of the method for a variety of static and time-dependent problems.
2. Formulation and discretization.
2.1. Surface differential operators. Let Γ be a smooth surface embedded
in R3 locally parametrized by the mapping x(À, ¸) : R2 → R3 , where x(À, ¸) =
(x(À, ¸), y(À, ¸), z(À, ¸)). The metric tensor g on Γ is given by

 

g
x · x xÀ · x¸
gÀ¸
g = ÀÀ
= À À
,
g¸À g¸¸
x¸ · xÀ x¸ · x¸
where xÀ = ∂x/∂À and x¸ = ∂x/∂¸. Let the components of the inverse of g be
denoted by
 ÀÀ



1
g À¸
g
g¸¸ −gÀ¸
−1
g = ¸À
=
,
gÀÀ
g
g ¸¸
|g| −g¸À
with |g| = det g, and define the inverse metric quantities
(2.1)

Àx = g ÀÀ xÀ + g ¸À x¸ ,

¸x = g À¸ xÀ + g ¸¸ x¸ .
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The surface gradient ∇Γ = (∂xΓ , ∂yΓ , ∂zΓ ) of a scalar-valued function u = u(À, ¸) :=
u(x(À, ¸)) defined on Γ is a tangential vector field which can be written as [33]


∂xΓ u





∂u
Àx ∂u
∂À + ¸x ∂¸



  ∂u


∂u 
Γ 

∇Γ u = 
∂y u = Ày ∂À + ¸y ∂¸  .

(2.2)

∂zΓ u

∂u
Àz ∂u
∂À + ¸z ∂¸

The components ∂xΓ , ∂yΓ , and ∂zΓ may be interpreted as tangential derivative operators
on Γ in the Cartesian directions ex , ey , and ez , respectively. Similarly, the surface
divergence of a vector field u = u(À, ¸) = (u1 (À, ¸), u2 (À, ¸), u3 (À, ¸)) tangent to Γ can
be written as
∇Γ · u = ∂xΓ u1 + ∂yΓ u2 + ∂zΓ u3 .
The surface Laplacian ∆Γ , or Laplace–Beltrami operator, is then given by
∆Γ u = ∇Γ · ∇Γ u = ∂xΓ ∂xΓ u + ∂yΓ ∂yΓ u + ∂zΓ ∂zΓ u.
The Laplace–Beltrami operator is the generalization of the standard Laplacian to
general manifolds. Just as the Poisson equation is the canonical elliptic PDE in
Euclidean space, the Laplace–Beltrami equation is the canonical elliptic PDE on
surfaces. Higher-order surface differential operators, such as the surface biharmonic
operator, may be defined similarly. For simplicity of presentation, we restrict our
attention to second-order surface differential operators in this work.
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x(ξ, η) = y(ξ, η) : R2 → R3
z(ξ, η)
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x

[−1, 1]2

Fig. 2.1. The reference square with coordinates (ξ, η) ∈
is mapped to a quadrilateral
element via the mapping x(ξ, η) : [−1, 1]2 → R3 . The partial derivatives xξ and xη are used to form
the metric tensor g, which encodes how lengths and angles change over the surface.

We consider a general elliptic surface PDE on Γ,
LΓ u(x) = f (x),

(2.3)

x ∈ Γ,

where f (x) is a smooth function on Γ and LΓ is a variable-coefficient, second-order,
linear, elliptic partial differential operator of the form
(2.4)

LΓ u(x) =

3
3 X
X
i=1 j=i

aij (x) ∂iΓ ∂jΓ u(x) +

3
X

bi (x) ∂iΓ u(x) + c(x)u(x)

i=1

with smooth coefficients a11 (x), a22 (x), a33 (x), a12 (x), a23 (x), a13 (x), b1 (x), b2 (x),
b3 (x), and c(x) for x ∈ Γ. Here, we identify ∂1Γ , ∂2Γ , ∂3Γ with ∂xΓ , ∂yΓ , ∂zΓ , respectively.
If Γ is not a closed surface, (2.3) may also be subject to boundary conditions, e.g.,
u(x) = g(x) for x ∈ ∂Γ and some function g.
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2.2. Discrete surfaces and spectral collocation. To numerically compute
with the surface Γ, we must discretize the geometry. While many choices of discrete
surface representation exist, such as level sets [66] and point clouds [61, 34], we choose
to use surface meshes as they provide a flexible level of compatibility with computeraided design (CAD) software. Specifically, we assume that Γ has been provided as a
high-order quadrilateral1 surface mesh consisting of a set of tensor-product elements
{Ek }N
k=1 . Such a mesh may be constructed through the use of high-order meshing
software such as Gmsh [38] or Rhinoceros [62].
Coarse

Fine

Low
order

High
order

Tensor-product
Chebyshev nodes

Fig. 2.2. (Left) Surface meshes may be constructed and refined along two axes: a coarse
mesh may be subdivided into a fine mesh with many elements and the geometry may be represented
using low-order or high-order polynomials. (Right) We represent each element using tensor product
Chebyshev nodes of the second kind.

Our high-order format is based on tensor-product Chebyshev nodes, though
other node sets could suffice. Let {ξij = (Àij , ¸ij )}p+1
i,j=1 be the set of tensor-product
second-kind Chebyshev nodes of order p over the reference square [−1, 1]2 . We
say that the mesh is order p if each element has been provided as a set of nodes
p+1
{xij = (xij , yij , zij )}p+1
i,j=1 sampled at {ξij }i,j=1 on Γ. That is, the coordinate mapping
for each element is a function x(À, ¸) : [−1, 1]2 7→ R3 such that x(Àij , ¸ij ) = (xij , yij , zij )
for i, j = 1, . . . , p + 1 (see Figure 2.1). Thus, on each element we can numerically
approximate the coordinate mapping via interpolation through the nodes {xij }p+1
i,j=1 :
(2.5)

x(À, ¸) ≈

p+1 X
p+1
X

xij ℓj (À) ℓi (¸),

(À, ¸) ∈ [−1, 1]2 ,

i=1 j=1

where ℓj is the jth Lagrange polynomial associated with the second-kind Chebyshev
nodes. Partial derivatives of the elemental coordinate maps, xÀ and x¸ , may then
be computed through numerical spectral differentiation [71] and used to form an
approximation to the metric tensor, g, on each element.
We now describe a spectral collocation method to discretize (2.3) on a single
element Ek . To approximate functions defined on each element we use an isoparametric
representation, wherein the function is approximated on the same order-p nodes as
the element geometry. For a function u(x) defined for x ∈ Ek , denote by uij ≈ u(xij );
that is, uij is simply the function u sampled on the grid. Then, just like (2.5), we have
1We

use quadrilateral elements throughout this work for simplicity and ease of implementation,
but the algorithms described below can be modified to use triangular elements instead.
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that
u(À, ¸) ≈

p+1 X
p+1
X

(À, ¸) ∈ [−1, 1]2 ,

uij ℓj (À) ℓi (¸),

i=1 j=1

where we have introduced the slight abuse of notation u(À, ¸) := u(x(À, ¸)).
To discretize LΓ on the element Ek , we will compute discrete operators on the
reference square [−1, 1]2 and then map them to Ek using the numerical coordinate
mapping. Let D ∈ C(p+1)×(p+1) be the one-dimensional spectral differentiation
matrix [71] associated with second-kind Chebyshev points on the interval [−1, 1]
and let I ∈ C(p+1)×(p+1) be the identity matrix. Two-dimensional differentiation
matrices on the reference square [−1, 1]2 in the À- and ¸-directions can be constructed
through the Kronecker products
DÀ = D ¹ I,
2

D¸ = I ¹ D,
2

2

2

respectively, where DÀ , D¸ ∈ C(p+1) ×(p+1) . Let M [u] ∈ C(p+1) ×(p+1) denote the
diagonal multiplication matrix formed by placing the entries of uij along the diagonal;
we refer to M [u] as a multiplication matrix because M [u]vij computes the pointwise
product of the functions u and v on the grid. Using (2.2), differentiation matrices
corresponding to the components of the surface gradient on Ek are given by
DxΓ = M [Àx ] DÀ + M [¸x ] D¸ ,
DyΓ = M [Ày ] DÀ + M [¸y ] D¸ ,

(2.6)

DzΓ = M [Àz ] DÀ + M [¸z ] D¸ ,
respectively, where the values {(Àx )ij } and {(¸x )ij } are tabulated using the numerical
approximations to xÀ , x¸ , and g in (2.1). The operator LΓ given in (2.4) is then
discretized on the element Ek as the (p + 1)2 × (p + 1)2 matrix
(2.7)

LEk =

3
3 X
X

M [aij ]DiΓ DjΓ +

i=1 j=i

3
X

M [bi ]DiΓ + M [c],

i=1

with all variable coefficients sampled on the grid. Again, we identify D1Γ , D2Γ , D3Γ
with DxΓ , DyΓ , DzΓ , respectively. Discrete surface gradient, surface divergence, and
Laplace–Beltrami operators may be similarly defined. For instance, the discrete
2
2
2
Laplace–Beltrami operator may be discretized as ∆Γ ≈ DxΓ + DyΓ + DzΓ .
3. Domain decomposition on surfaces.

3.1. A single element. Consider the single-element boundary value problem on
the element Ek ,
(3.1a)

LΓ u(x) = f (x),

(3.1b)

u(x) = g(x),

x ∈ Ek ,
x ∈ ∂Ek .

Using (2.7), we discretize (3.1a) as the (p + 1)2 × (p + 1)2 linear system
(3.2)

LEk u = f,
2

where u, f ∈ C(p+1) ×1 are the vectors formed by stacking the values {uij } and
{fij } column-wise. To impose the boundary condition (3.1b) we use the approach
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of “boundary bordering,” whereby rows of the differential operator corresponding to
boundary nodes are replaced by rows enforcing the boundary conditions. While the
technique of rectangular spectral collocation [22] provides a robust way to impose
general boundary conditions in spectral collocation methods without row deletion, a
simple boundary bordering approach suffices for the Dirichlet problems considered
here.
To illustrate which rows of (3.2) correspond to boundary nodes, it is helpful to
reorder the degrees of freedom. To that end, let Ji and Jb be the sets of (linear)
indices for which the Chebyshev nodes {ξij } lie in the interior of the reference square
or on its boundary, respectively, and denote their sizes by ni = |Ji | = (p − 1)2 and
nb = |Jb | = 4p. For a matrix or vector, we will use superscripts to denote indices
for row and column slicing; e.g., for a matrix A, Aib is the submatrix A(Ji , Jb ).
Reordering the degrees of freedom in (3.2) in the order {Ji , Jb } gives a block linear
system,
#" # " i #
"
LiiEk Lib
f
ui
Ek
= b .
(3.3)
bi
bb
b
L E k L Ek
u
f
We now proceed by replacing the last nb rows of (3.3) with the boundary conditions (3.1b), yielding the modified linear system
#" # " #
"
ui
LiiEk Lib
fi
Ek
=
,
(3.4)
0
I nb
ub
g
where g ∈ Cnb ×1 is the vector of boundary values of g and Inb is the nb × nb identity
matrix. Next, we eliminate ub from this system by performing a Schur complement.
In this case, as (3.1b) imposes Dirichlet boundary conditions, we immediately obtain
that ub = g. Substituting this into (3.4) yields a reduced ni × ni linear system for the
interior unknowns ui ,
LiiEk ui = f i − Lib
Ek g.

(3.5)

Upon solving (3.5), the solution values at all Chebyshev nodes on Ek have now been
computed. It is useful to note a few things:
• First, we may write the solution u as the sum of a homogeneous solution, w,
and a particular solution, v,
u = w + v,
where w satisfies
(3.6)

LΓ w(x) = 0,
w(x) = g(x),

x ∈ Ek ,
x ∈ ∂Ek ,

and v satisfies
(3.7)

LΓ v(x) = f (x),
v(x) = 0,

Equation (3.5) then becomes
−1 ib
wi = − LiiEk
LEk g,
(3.8)
b
w = g,

x ∈ Ek ,
x ∈ ∂Ek .

vi = LiiEk
vb = 0,

−1

f i,
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where u = w + v.
• Second, we may encode as a linear operator the action of solving (3.6) given
any boundary data g. This operator, often called the “solution operator,” is
discretized as the (p + 1)2 × nb matrix
(3.9)

SEk (Ji , :) = − LiiEk

−1

Lib
Ek ,

SEk (Jb , :) = Inb .

Given any vector of boundary data g, the product w = SEk g approximates w
satisfying (3.6).
Remark 3.1. From a domain decomposition point of view it is convenient to work
on a boundary grid which does not include the four corner nodes, so operators that act
on the boundary degrees of freedom (such as SEk ) may be unambiguously separated
into pieces that act on each side of an element [40]. To achieve this effect, we choose the
boundary grid on each edge to be the first-kind Chebyshev nodes and apply mappings
to all boundary operators to re-interpolate to this node set. For stability, we use a
boundary grid of degree p − 2 on each side [39]; thus, the number of boundary nodes
is modified to be nb = 4(p − 1).
We now have all the ingredients necessary to locally solve a surface PDE on each
element of the mesh. To couple elements together, we take a non-overlapping domain
decomposition approach. We begin with the simplest possible domain decomposition
problem, consisting of just two surface elements.
3.2. Two “glued” elements. Consider the model problem of two “glued” surface elements, E³ and E´ , separated by an interface I³´ = E³ ∩ E´ , depicted in
Figure 3.1 (left):
LΓ u³ (x) = f³ (x),
LΓ u´ (x) = f´ (x),
(3.10)

u³ (x) = g³ (x),
u´ (x) = g´ (x),
u³ (x) = u´ (x),
∂uα
∂nb (x)

=

∂uβ
∂nb (x),

x ∈ E³ ,
x ∈ E´ ,
x ∈ ∂E³ \ I³´ ,
x ∈ ∂E´ \ I³´ ,
x ∈ I³´ ,
x ∈ I³´ ,

where nb is the binormal vector along the interface. As before, we write u³ and u´ as
the sum of homogeneous and particular solutions, u³ = w³ + v³ and u´ = w´ + v´ ,
with discrete versions u³ = w³ + v³ and u´ = w´ + v´ , where w³ and w´ satisfy (3.10)
with f³ ≡ f´ ≡ 0 and v³ and v´ satisfy (3.10) with g³ ≡ g´ ≡ 0.
Let Jsα , Jsβ ¢ {1, . . . , nb } be index sets corresponding to the shared interface
nodes (i.e., the nodes which are interior to the merged domain E³ ∪ E´ ) with respect
to elements E³ and E´ , and Jbα and Jbβ the remaining indices corresponding to
the boundary nodes. See Figure 3.1 (right) for a diagram. As a reminder, we use
superscripts to denote index slicing. As the nodes of E³ and E´ are identical along
the shared interface I³´ , continuity of the solution across I³´ simply means that
s
us³α = u´β , so let us denote these solution values by uIαβ . To enforce continuity of
the binormal derivative, let us evaluate the outward pointing binormal vectors of
each element Ek at the nb boundary nodes and collect the Cartesian components of
each into the discrete vectors nk,x , nk,y , and nk,z , for k = ³, ´. Then, we may define
binormal derivative operators DEα and DEβ that map function values in each element
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uβ = gβ

uα = g α
β

L Γ uβ = f β

Js α

α

Js β

Jb β

uα = uβ
L Γ uα = f α

∂uβ
∂uα
=
∂nb
∂nb

Jb α

Fig. 3.1. (Left) Two patches are “glued” together by imposing continuity and continuity of the
binormal derivative across the interface between them. (Right) Indices corresponding to the shared
and unshared boundary degrees of freedom are recorded for each patch. Values at the shared interface
can be eliminated using the Schur complement method.

to the values of the outgoing flux on the boundary via
(3.11)

DEk = nk,x ◦ DxΓ (Jb , :) + nk,y ◦ DyΓ (Jb , :) + nk,z ◦ DzΓ (Jb , :),

for k = ³, ´, where ◦ denotes the Hadamard product. The derivatives of u³ and u´ in
the direction nb along the interface can then be written as (DEα u³ )sα and −(DEβ u´ )sβ ,
respectively. Therefore, continuity of the binormal derivative across the interface is
equivalent to
(3.12)

(DEα u³ )sα + (DEβ u´ )sβ = 0.

Now, let SEα and SEβ be the solution operators for elements E³ and E´ , respectively.
If we knew the value of uIαβ , then boundary data on all sides of each element would
be specified and we could directly apply the solution operators to each element in an
uncoupled fashion. So let g̃³ , g̃´ ∈ Cnb ×1 be the vectors of boundary data on all sides
of each element, with entries given by g̃s³α = g̃s´β = uIαβ , g̃b³α = g³ , and g̃b´β = g´ .
With this definition, the homogeneous solutions on each element can be written as
w³ = SEα g̃³ and w´ = SEβ g̃´ . Expanding u³ = w³ + v³ and u´ = w´ + v´ in (3.12),
we have
(DEα SEα g̃³ + DEα v³ )sα + (DEβ SEβ g̃´ + DEβ v´ )sβ = 0.
The matrices ΣEα := DEα SEα and ΣEβ := DEβ SEβ are discrete Dirichlet-to-Neumann
maps, so termed because they map Dirichlet data on the boundary of Ek to the outward
flux of the local solution to the PDE on the boundary of Ek . The vectors v′³ := DEα v³
and v′´ := DEβ v´ are the “particular fluxes”—the outgoing fluxes of the particular
solution evaluated on the boundary of each element. Using this notation and recalling
the definitions of g̃³ and g̃´ , continuity of the binormal derivative across the interface
yields an equation for the unknown vector of interface values uIαβ ,


 
s
s
s s
s b
ΣEsααsα uIαβ + ΣEsααbα g³ + v′³ α + ΣEββ β uIαβ + ΣEββ β g´ + v′´ β = 0.

Writing uIαβ as the sum of homogeneous and particular solutions, uIαβ = vIαβ + wIαβ ,
and substituting into the above, yields linear systems for the homogeneous and
particular interface unknowns,


s s
s b
(3.13a)
− ΣEsααsα + ΣEββ β wIαβ = ΣEsααbα g³ + ΣEββ β g´ ,


s
s
s s
− ΣEsααsα + ΣEββ β vIαβ = v′³ α + v′´ β .
(3.13b)
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Upon solution of (3.13b) and (3.13a), boundary data is known on all sides of both
elements E³ and E´ , and the local solution operators SEα and SEβ may be applied to
recover the solutions u³ and u´ to (3.10) in the interiors of each element. As before,
we may encode as a linear operator the action of solving (3.13a) given any boundary
data g³ and g´ . This is the solution operator for the interface, SIαβ , and is given by
the solution to
h


i
s s
s b
(3.14)
− ΣEsααsα + ΣEββ β SIαβ = ΣEsααbα ΣEββ β .

The operator SIαβ takes in Dirichlet data on the boundary nodes of the merged domain
E³´ := E³ ∪ E´ and returns the values of the homogeneous solution along the interface,
wIαβ .
Note that when “gluing” two elements, computing SIαβ and vIαβ only requires
knowledge of the Dirichlet-to-Neumann map and particular flux for each element. Thus,
obtaining the Dirichlet-to-Neumann map and particular flux of the merged domain
s s
will allow us to recursively apply this “gluing” procedure. The matrix ΣEsααsα + ΣEββ β
may be viewed as a Schur complement of the block linear system corresponding to
direct discretization of (3.10), taken with respect to the interface degrees of freedom.
The Schur complement also allows us to construct the Dirichlet-to-Neumann map for
the merged domain E³´ , using the Dirichlet-to-Neumann maps for the elements E³
and E´ and the solution operator for the interface, SIαβ , as
 


ΣEbαα sα
ΣEbαα bα
0
+
 SIαβ .
(3.15)
ΣEαβ = 
b b
b s
0
ΣEββ β
ΣEββ β

Similarly, the particular flux for the merged domain is given by

 

bα sα
′ bα
Σ
v
E
³
α
(3.16)
v′³´ =  b  +  bβ sβ  vIαβ .
ΣE β
v′´ β

4. A fast direct solver. We now formulate the general hierarchical fast direct
solver for a mesh of N elements, {Ek }N
k=1 . The solver is based on the the HPS
scheme [56, 40, 39, 7, 32, 57] and proceeds pairwise by recursively merging neighboring
elements or groups of elements until a factorization of the surface PDE over entire
surface mesh has been computed. We refer to this method as the surface HPS scheme.
4.1. Local factorization stage. The method begins with the local factorization
stage, in which a solution operator SEk , Dirichlet-to-Neumann map ΣEk , particular
solution vk , and particular flux v′k are computed for every element Ek in the mesh,
k = 1, . . . , N . As the construction of these quantities is entirely local to each element,
this stage can be trivially parallelized across the mesh. The local factorization stage is
outlined is Algorithm 4.1.
4.2. Global factorization stage. Once local operators have been computed
for each element, the solver proceeds to the global factorization stage. Elements (or
groups of elements) are merged pairwise in an upward pass according to a set of merge
indices Tℓ , where (³, ´) ∈ Tℓ indicates that elements E³ and E´ should be merged at
level ℓ in the hierarchy. Upon merging the two elements E³ and E´ , a new parent
element E³´ := E³ ∪ E´ is created which may be subsequently merged at higher levels
in the tree. Thus, a complete specification of the tree is given by the level-ordered set
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Algorithm 4.1 Local factorization stage
Input: Mesh {Ek }N
k=1 , surface differential operator LΓ , righthand side f
Output: Solution operators {SEk }, Dirichlet-to-Neumann maps {ΣEk }, particular
solutions {vk }, and particular fluxes {v′k } for every element k = 1, . . . , N .
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:

7:
8:
9:
10:
11:

Construct interior and boundary index sets Ji , Jb .
for k = 1, . . . , N do
Evaluate f at the nodes of Ek to yield f k .
Compute discrete differentiation matrices, DxΓ , DyΓ , DzΓ , on Ek using (2.6).
Compute discrete operator LEk using (2.7).
Compute the homogeneous solution operator SEk such that
−1 ib
SEk (Ji , :) = − LiiEk
SEk (Jb , :) = Inb .
L Ek ,
−1 i b
Compute the discrete particular solution such that vik = LiiEk
f k , vk = 0.
Compute the Dirichlet-to-Neumann map ΣEk := DEk SEk .
Compute the flux of the particular solution, v′k := DEk vk .
Reinterpolate boundary grids of SEk , ΣEk according to Remark 3.1.
return {SEk }, {ΣEk }, {vk }, {v′k } for k = 1, . . . , N

of merge indices {Tℓ }L
ℓ=0 , with ℓ = 0 corresponding to the leaf level (containing all the
individual elements of the mesh) and ℓ = L corresponding to the top level (containing
just two elements). For each merge, the interface linear systems are constructed as in
subsection 3.2 and inverted directly, yielding interfacial solution operators, interfacial
particular solutions, merged Dirichlet-to-Neumann maps, and merged particular fluxes
for the parent element. The global factorization stage is outlined in Algorithm 4.2.
Remark 4.1. The Laplace–Beltrami problem ∆Γ u = f on a closed surface
ΓR is rankR
one deficient, but is uniquely solvable under the mean-zero conditions Γ u = Γ f = 0.
In the present scheme this rank deficiency is only seen in the final merge at the top
s s
level in the hierarchy, i.e., dim(null A) = 1 where A = ΣEsααsα + ΣEββ β is the interface
matrix at the top level. We fix this rank deficiency by adding the mean-zero constraint
to the top-level linear system, yielding a modified matrix A+qqT , where q is the vector
of scaled quadrature weights on the interface. Then dim(null(A + qqT )) = 0 [69, 47].
4.3. Solve stage. Once the global factorization stage is complete, the algorithm
enters the solve stage. For a surface with a boundary, Dirichlet data g is evaluated at
the boundary nodes and passed to the top-level solution operator, where it is used
recover the solution on the top-level interface. (For a closed surface, no boundary
conditions are needed, and the solution on the top-level interface is simply given by the
interfacial particular solution.) This data is passed to the child elements, where this
procedure continues recursively in a downward pass until the values of the solution have
been tabulated on all element interfaces. The local solution operators computed in
the local factorization stage may then be applied to recover the solution in the interior
of each element in a parallel fashion. The solve stage is outlined in Algorithm 4.3.
The solve stage may be repeatedly executed with different boundary data g with
no need to revisit the local and global factorization stages. Moreover, the particular
solutions and particular fluxes throughout the hierarchy maybe be efficiently updated
for different righthand sides f , without the need to recompute solution operators and
Dirichlet-to-Neumann maps. If factorizations of the interface linear systems are stored
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Algorithm 4.2 Global factorization stage (upward pass)
N
L
Input: Mesh {Ek }N
k=1 , Dirichlet-to-Neumann maps {ΣEk }k=1 , merge indices {Tℓ }ℓ=0
Output: Solution operators {SIαβ }, Dirichlet-to-Neumann maps {ΣEαβ }, particular
solutions {vIαβ }, and particular fluxes {v′³´ } for every merge (³, ´) ∈ Tℓ for every
level ℓ

for each level ℓ = 0, 1, . . . , L do
for each pair (³, ´) ∈ Tℓ do
Define the merged domain E³´ := E³ ∪ E´ .
Define the shared interface I³´ := E³ ∩ E´ .
Define indices Jsα , Jsβ for the shared interface nodes on E³ , E´ .
Define indices Jbα , Jbβ for the unshared boundary nodes on E³ , E´ .
Solve the linear systems (3.14) and (3.13b) for the solution operator SIαβ
and particular solution vIαβ on the interface.
8:
Compute the merged Dirichlet-to-Neumann map ΣEαβ via (3.15).
9:
Compute the merged particular flux v′³´ via (3.16).
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:

10:

return {SIαβ }, {ΣEαβ }, {vIαβ }, {v′³´ } for all (³, ´) ∈ Tℓ for every level ℓ

for every merge, then one need only apply those factorizations (e.g., using forwardand back-substitution) in an upwards pass through the hierarchy in order to update
the righthand side f .
Algorithm 4.3 Solve stage (downward pass)
Input: Merged element E³´ (or leaf element Ek ), Dirichlet data g³´
Output: Solutions {uk }N
k=1 for every element
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:

if Ek is a leaf then
Compute the local solution uk := SEk gk + vk .
return uk
else
Look up the elements E³ , E´ that were merged to make E³´ .
Look up the shared interface I³´ .
Compute the solution on the shared interface, uIαβ := SIαβ g³´ + vIαβ .
β
α
Define boundary data on the children, g³ , g´ , with gb³α := gb³´
, gb´β := gb³´
, and
sβ
sα
g³ = g´ := uIαβ .
Recursively compute {u³ } using Algorithm 4.3 with Dirichlet data g³ .
Recursively compute {u´ } using Algorithm 4.3 with Dirichlet data g´ .
return {u³ } ∪ {u´ }

4.4. Computational complexity. The computational complexity of the surface
HPS method is identical to that of the two-dimensional HPS scheme on unstructured
meshes [32]. We briefly summarize it now.
The total number of degrees of freedom in the order-p mesh {Ek }N
k=1 scales as
2
N p . On each element Ek , construction of the solution operator SEk requires the
solution of a O(p2 ) × O(p2 ) linear system with O(p) righthand sides, which can be
computed in O(p6 ) operations. The Dirichlet-to-Neumann map ΣEk can be computed
as a matrix-matrix product in O(p5 ) operations. Therefore, the local factorization
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stage (Algorithm 4.1) requires O(N p6 ) operations.
The cost of the global factorization stage depends on the merge order defined by
the hierarchical indices {Tℓ }L
ℓ=0 . As in classical nested dissection, the hierarchy should
be as balanced as possible so that the indices {Tℓ }L
ℓ=0 define an approximately balanced
binary tree with L ∼ log N . A balanced partitioning of the mesh may be automatically
computed by conversion to a graph partitioning problem [50]. We assume that the
merge indices {Tℓ }L
ℓ=0 define a hierarchy of O(log N ) levels, with level ℓ containing
O(2−ℓ N ) elements. Computing the merged solution operator for a merge in level ℓ
requires solving an interface linear system of size O(2ℓ/2 p) × O(2ℓ/2 p). Hence, the cost
of performing all merges on level ℓ scales as (2−ℓ N ) · (2ℓ/2 p)3 = 2ℓ/2 N p3 . Summing
over all O(log N ) levels yields an overall complexity for the global factorization stage
(Algorithm 4.2) of O(N 3/2 p3 ).
At level ℓ of the solve stage, the solution on the shared interface is recovered via a
matrix-vector product with an O(2ℓ/2 p) × O(2ℓ/2 p) matrix in O((2ℓ/2 p)2 ) operations.
The cost of computing this product for all interfaces on level ℓ scales as (2−ℓ N ) ·
(2ℓ/2 p)2 = N p2 . Hence, the solution at all interfaces on all levels of the hierarchy
can be obtained in O(p2 N log N ) operations. At the bottom level, the solution is
computed in the interior of each element via multiplication with the local solution
operator, requiring a total of O(N p3 ) operations. Therefore, the overall cost of the
solve stage (Algorithm 4.3) is O(p2 N log N + N p3 ).
We take a fixed-p perspective throughout this paper, choosing to refine the solution
by increasing the number of surface elements N (i.e., h-refinement). While p-refinement
and hp-adaptivity are powerful tools for solving PDEs in complex geometries where
smoothness criteria can be considered in a localized fashion [32], on discrete surfaces
the neighborhood of every point is only approximately smooth, making it difficult
to use hp-adaptivity in a localized way. From this perspective then, the overall
complexity of the scheme is O(N ) for the local factorization stage, O(N 3/2 ) for the
global factorization stage, and O(N log N ) for the solve stage. Updating the particular
solution for a new righthand f takes O(N log N ) time.
The memory complexity mirrors that of the solve stage, as every level of the
hierarchy stores dense solution operators and Dirichlet-to-Neumann maps. Therefore,
the memory cost scales as O(N log N ).
5. Numerical examples. We now demonstrate the convergence and performance
of the surface HPS method. The method is implemented in an open-source MATLAB
package that provides abstractions for computing with functions on surfaces [31].
Codes for the numerical examples presented below are publicly available [31]. All
simulations were run in MATLAB R2021a on a MacBook Pro with a 2.4 GHz 8-core
Intel Core i9-9980HK CPU and 64 GB of memory.
5.1. Convergence.
5.1.1. Laplace–Beltrami problem on a smooth surface. We begin with a
pure Laplace–Beltrami problem on a smooth surface,
∆Γ u = f,
R
where u and f are mean-zero functions over Γ, i.e., Γ f (x) dx = 0. To test the
convergence of the method, we take Γ to be the unit sphere; an exact solution to the
Laplace–Beltrami problem is then given by the spherical harmonic u(x) = Yℓm (x)
when f (x) = −ℓ(ℓ + 1)Yℓm (x). Figure 5.1 (left) shows the (ℓ, m) = (20, 10) spherical
harmonic evaluated on a cubed sphere mesh. In Figure 5.1 (right), we measure spatial
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convergence to the exact solution under mesh refinement for polynomial orders p = 4,
8, 12, 16, and 20. As the mean mesh size h → 0, the L∞ relative error decreases at a
rate of O(hp−1 ), indicating high-order convergence.

L∞ relative error

100

p=4
p=8
p = 12
p = 16
p = 20
O(hp−1 )

10−2
10−4
10−6
10−8
10−10
10−12

21

22

23

24

25

26

1/h
Fig. 5.1. (Left) A high-order cubed sphere mesh is used to approximate a spherical harmonic.
(Right) The surface HPS scheme converges at a rate of O(hp−1 ).

5.1.2. Laplace–Beltrami problem on surfaces with edges and corners. In
the present domain decomposition context, the interface conditions enforced between
elements may still be enforced on a surface with sharp edges and corners. However,
the binormal vector nb along the interface between two elements may no longer be
uniquely defined, as the elements on either side of a sharp edge will possess locally
different binormal vectors. To remedy this, a natural choice is to enforce that the
local fluxes on each element—defined via their respective local binormal vectors—must
balance [41].
Just as the solution to Laplace’s equation in a domain with corners may possess
weak corner singularities, solutions to the Laplace–Beltrami problem on a non-smooth
surface may possess weak vertex singularities. Let Γ be a non-smooth surface with a
countable number of sharp vertices—that is, vertices whose conic angle does not equal
2Ã. Then in a polar neighborhood of vertex i, the solution u to the Laplace–Beltrami
problem ∆Γ u = f scales as u ∼ r2Ã/µi , where µi is the conic angle of the vertex [41,
Lemma 1]. Figure 5.2 shows a self-convergence study of a Laplace–Beltrami problem on
the surface of a cube, where µi = 3Ã/2 and u ∼ r4/3 . Hence, u ∈ H 2 (Γ) [41, Theorem
4] and second-order convergence is expected [14]. Using a uniform surface mesh, highorder convergence is lost in the presence of the vertex singularities regardless of the
polynomial order employed. In this case, a refinement strategy based on hp-adaptivity
may be used to recover super-algebraic convergence [45, 32].
Note that in the case of a non-smooth surface Γ with sharp edges but no sharp vertices, the solution to the Laplace–Beltrami problem no longer possesses geometricallyinduced corner singularities and high-order convergence may still be obtained. Figure 5.3 shows self-convergence of a Laplace–Beltrami problem on a twisted toroidal
surface with sharp edges, where high-order convergence is recovered.
5.2. Performance. To illustrate the computational complexity of the surface
HPS method, we measure the runtime and memory consumption of the factorization
and solve stages as the number of elements in the mesh N is increased. Figure 5.4 (left)
plots the runtime of each stage versus N for the simple Laplace–Beltrami problem
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L∞ relative error

100
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(h 2
)

24

25

1/h
Fig. 5.2. Self-convergence study of the Laplace–Beltrami problem on the surface of a cube.
High-order convergence is lost due to the weak vertex singularities induced by the corners of the cube.
Polynomial orders p = 3, 4, 5, and 6 all exhibit second-order convergence, as the solution u is only
in H 2 (Γ).

L∞ relative error
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Fig. 5.3. Self-convergence study of the Laplace–Beltrami problem on the surface of a twisted
torus. High-order convergence can be obtained in the presence of sharp edges as long as no sharp
corners are present.

considered in subsection 5.1.1, with p = 16. Although the theoretical complexity of
the factorization stage is O(N 3/2 ), here we observe O(N ) scaling even for a problem
with over 106 degrees of freedom. We expect that for a sufficiently fine mesh, the
asymptotic complexity of O(N 3/2 ) will eventually dominate. Also plotted is the
runtime complexity of updating the particular solutions given a new righthand side
f . Figure 5.4 (right) depicts the memory complexity (i.e., total storage cost) of the
method as N → ∞. Again, while O(N log N ) memory complexity is expected, in
practice we observe O(N ) complexity for moderately-sized problems.
To better place the surface HPS method in the broader context of solvers for surface
PDEs, we benchmarked our method against three alternative approaches for solving
a reference Laplace–Beltrami problem ∆Γ u = f on a stellarator geometry [35, 55].
We manufacture a righthand side f so that the solution u is the Coulombic potential
induced by a unit charge located at the off-surface point (0, 0, 3). The solution is
visualized in Figure 5.5 (left). We compare the surface HPS approach to: a highorder finite element method discretized using the MFEM [3] library and solved used
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Factorization

Solve
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Fig. 5.4. Computational complexity of the surface HPS method. (Left) The runtime of the
factorization stage is observed to scale as O(N ), even for a problem with 106 degrees of freedom.
For large enough problem sizes, the asymptotic scaling O(N 3/2 ) will eventually dominate. (Right)
The total memory required to store all operators in the surface HPS method is also observed to scale
linearly in this regime.

UMFPACK [19]; a pseudospectral method preconditioned by the flat Laplacian, which
can be applied fast using the fast Fourier Transform (FFT) and is specifically designed
for use on genus-one surfaces [47]; and a layer-potential preconditioner [60] discretized
using spectrally-accurate quadratures [55]. For each method, we perform a sequence of
mesh refinements and record both the runtime and the L∞ relative error between the
computed and reference solutions. As the surface HPS method and the high-order finite
element method are both based on unstructured meshes, we use the same sequence
of mesh refinements for each, with p = 20; for the spectral methods, we refine the
number of grid points on the surface globally. Figure 5.5 plots the relative error
versus the runtime for all the methods. While the FFT-based method is dominant for
lower accuracies, the surface HPS method starts to narrow the gap around a relative
accuracy of 10−5 . However, the FFT-based approach is only applicable on toroidal
surfaces of genus one, whereas the other approaches can be used on general surfaces.
The high-order finite element method is competitive for lower orders, but when run
at 20th order (shown here), it performs about 10 times slower than the surface HPS
scheme for a given relative accuracy.
As both the surface HPS method and the high-order finite element method can
use the same underlying high-order mesh, we further compare their runtimes using
different polynomial degrees. Figure 5.6 shows the runtime of both methods plotted
under mesh refinement (left) using a fixed polynomial order of p = 20, and p-refinement
(right) using a fixed mesh with N = 2048 elements. While the asymptotic complexity
of UMFPACK matches that of the surface HPS scheme for a fixed p, the gap between
the methods widens as p → ∞. Finally, we note that while MFEM and UMFPACK
are high-performance compiled codes that have been heavily optimized, our MATLAB
implementation of the surface HPS scheme is relatively unoptimized.
5.3. Hodge decomposition of a vector field. The Laplace–Beltrami problem
arises when computing the Hodge decomposition of tangential vector fields. For a
vector field f tangent to the surface Γ, the Hodge decomposition [65] writes f as the
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Surface HPS
Pseudospectral
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Runtime (s)
Fig. 5.5. Relative accuracy versus runtime of the surface HPS compared to a high-order finite
element method using MFEM [3] and UMFPACK [19], an FFT-based spectral method [47], and a
layer potential approach [60]. We use p = 20 for both the surface HPS method and the finite element
method. The solution to the benchmark problem is visualized on the left.

Surface HPS

MFEM + UMFPACK

Runtime (s)
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Fig. 5.6. Runtime comparison of the surface HPS solver and the UMFPACK [19] solver applied
to a high-order finite element discretization from the finite element package MFEM [3]. The runtime
of each method is plotted versus (left) number of elements N under mesh refinement with a fixed
polynomial order of p = 20, and (right) polynomial order p under p-refinement with a fixed number
of elements N = 2048.

sum of curl-free, divergence-free, and harmonic components,
f = ∇Γ u + n × ∇Γ v + |{z}
w ,
|{z}
| {z }
curl-free

divergence-free

harmonic

where u and v are scalar functions on Γ and w is a harmonic vector field, i.e.,
∇Γ · w = 0,

∇Γ · (n × w) = 0.

Such vector fields play an important role in integral-equation-based methods for
computational electromagnetics [30, 55]. To numerically compute such a decomposition,
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one may solve two Laplace–Beltrami problems for u and v,
∆Γ u = ∇Γ · f

and

∆Γ v = −∇Γ · (n × f ) ,

and then set w = f − ∇Γ u − n × ∇Γ v.
Figure 5.7 shows the numerical Hodge decomposition of a random smooth vector
field tangent to a deformed toroidal surface,computed on the 16th-order mesh depicted
at the top, possessing roughly 200,000 degrees of freedom. The computation took 3.7
seconds. The residuals of the harmonic component are ∥∇Γ · w∥2 ≈ 4 × 10−7 and
∥∇Γ · (n × w)∥2 ≈ 2 × 10−6 .

curl-free

divergence-free

harmonic

Fig. 5.7. The Hodge decomposition of a random smooth vector field tangent to a deformed
toroidal surface is numerically computed using a 16th-order mesh possessing roughly 200,000 degrees of
freedom. The computation of the decomposition took 3.7 seconds. The resulting harmonic component
w has residuals ∥∇Γ · w∥2 ≈ 4 × 10−7 and ∥∇Γ · (n × w)∥2 ≈ 2 × 10−6 . Colors indicate magnitude.

5.4. Timestepping. Consider a nonlinear time-dependent PDE of the form
∂u
= LΓ u + N (u),
∂t
with LΓ a linear surface differential operator and N a nonlinear, non-differential
operator. Such PDEs appear as models for reaction–diffusion systems, where LΓ
contains the diffusion terms and N the reaction terms. As the timescales of diffusion
and reaction are often orders of magnitude different, explicit timestepping schemes
can suffer from a severe time step restriction. Implicit or semi-implicit timestepping
schemes can alleviate stability issues, e.g., by treating the diffusion term LΓ implicitly.
We use the implicit–explicit backward differentiation formula (IMEX-BDF) family
of schemes [4], which are based on the backward differentiation formulae for the implicit
term and the Adams–Bashforth for the explicit term. Fix a time step ∆t > 0 and let
uk (x) ≈ u(x, k∆t) denote the approximate solution at time step k. Discretizing in
time with the Kth-order IMEX-BDF scheme results in a steady-state problem at each
time step of the form
(5.1)

(I − É∆tLΓ ) u

k+1

=

K−1
X
i=0

µi u

k−i

+ ∆t

K−1
X
i=0

¿i N (uk−i ),
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where É, µi , and ¿i are constants given by
IMEX-BDF1:

É = 1,

IMEX-BDF2:

É=

IMEX-BDF3:

É=

IMEX-BDF4:

É=

2
3,
6
11 ,
12
25 ,

µ = 1,
µ=
µ=
µ=

¿ = 1,


4
1
3, −3 ,
18
9
11 , − 11 ,
48
36
25 , − 25 ,

¿=


2
11 ,

16
3
25 , − 25 ,

¿=
¿=



4
2
3, −3 ,
18
18
11 , − 11 ,
48
72
25 , − 25 ,



6
11 ,

48
12
25 , − 25 .

For a fixed surface Γ, fixed time step ∆t, and fixed linear operator LΓ , the inverse
(I − É∆tLΓ )−1 can be precomputed once for all time steps and applied fast using the
HPS scheme, yielding a cost per time of O(N log N ).
We now apply the IMEX-BDF methods to simulate time-dependent reaction–
diffusion on surfaces. We choose three surface meshes of varying complexity: a blob
shape defined through deformation of a sphere, a stellarator shape [35] with localized
regions of high curvature, and a cow shape defined via a subdivision surface [18] and
meshed to high order using Rhinoceros [62]. Figure 5.9 depicts these meshes in the left
column. On all three meshes, we use 16th-order elements to represent the solution. We
perform a temporal self-convergence study on the cow mesh for the reaction–diffusion
problem described in subsection 5.4.2. Using a reference solution computed with a
time step of ∆t = 2−10 , we simulate to a final time of t = 1 over a range of time steps.
Figure 5.8 depicts the results, demonstrating that kth-order accuracy is achieved for
the IMEX-BDFk method.
In all cases, the overall cost per time step is 0.05 seconds for the blob mesh with
24,576 degrees of freedom (0.04 s for updating the particular solution and 0.01 s for
the solve), 0.1 seconds for the stellarator mesh with 49,152 degrees of freedom (0.07 s
for updating the particular solution and 0.03 s for the solve), and 0.18 seconds for the
cow mesh with 86,784 degrees of freedom (0.13 s for updating the particular solution
and 0.05 s for the solve).

100
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L∞ relative error
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Fig. 5.8. Self-convergence study of the reaction–diffusion system (5.2) on the cow model over a
range of time steps. A reference solution is computed using a time step of ∆t = 2−10 to a final time
of t = 1.
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Fig. 5.9. Snapshots of a two-species Turing system simulated on three surfaces at times t = 0,
t = 20, and t = 200. We discretize in time with a fourth-order IMEX-BDF4 scheme and precompute a
fast direct solver for the implicit problem, which computes the solution at each time step in O(N log N )
operations.

5.4.1. Turing system. We first consider a two-species reaction–diffusion system
on a surface Γ given by [10],

∂u
= ¶u ∆Γ u + ³u 1 − Ä1 v 2 + v (1 − Ä2 u) ,
∂t


³Ä1
∂v
= ¶v ∆Γ v + ´v 1 +
uv + u (µ + Ä2 v) .
∂t
´
Solutions u and v to this system can exhibit Turing patterns—namely, spots and
stripes—depending on the choice of parameters ¶u , ¶v , ³, ´, µ, Ä1 , and Ä2 . Here, we
take ³ = 0.899, ´ = −0.91, µ = −0.899, Ä1 = 0.02, and ¶u = 0.516¶v . On the blob,
we take ¶v = 0.005 and Ä2 = 0.15. On the stellarator, we take ¶v = 0.02 and Ä2 = 0.2.
On the cow, we take ¶v = 0.001 and Ä2 = 0.2. We simulate this system on all three
surface meshes for 2000 time steps until a final time of t = 200 using a time step size
of ∆t = 0.1. Snapshots of the solutions at times t = 0, t = 20, and t = 200 are shown
in Figure 5.9.
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Fig. 5.10. Snapshots of the complex Ginzburg–Landau equation simulated on three surfaces at
times t = 0, t = 6, and t = 60. We discretize in time with a fourth-order IMEX-BDF4 scheme and
precompute a fast direct solver for the implicit problem, which computes the solution at each time
step in O(N log N ) operations.

5.4.2. Complex Ginzburg–Landau. The complex Ginzburg–Landau equation
on a surface Γ is given by
(5.2)

∂u
= ¶(1 + ³i)∆Γ u + u − (1 + ´i)u|u|2 ,
∂t

where u = u(x, t) ∈ C and ³, ´, and ¶ are parameters. On the blob, we take ³ = 0,
´ = −1.5, and ¶ = 10−3 . On the stellarator, we take ³ = 0, ´ = 1.5, and ¶ = 10−2 .
On the cow, we take ³ = 0, ´ = 1.5, and ¶ = 5 · 10−4 . We simulate this system on
all three surface meshes for 2000 time steps until a final time of t = 60 using a time
step size of ∆t = 0.03. Snapshots of the solutions at times t = 0, t = 6, and t = 60 are
shown in Figure 5.10.
6. Conclusions and future work. We have presented a high-order accurate,
fast direct solver for surface PDEs. The method is competitive with state-of-the-art
solvers for elliptic PDEs on surfaces and can provide significant speedups when high
polynomial degrees are employed. The precomputed factorizations stored by the
solver can be used to accelerate implicit time-stepping schemes, allowing for long-time
simulations with a low cost per time step.
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Many avenues exist for extending the solver. Although we have restricted our
presentation to second-order elliptic surface PDEs, the generalization to high-order
differential operators (e.g., the surface biharmonic operator) is straightforward and
simply requires the use of a different Poincaré–Steklov operator to impose higher-order
continuity between patches. We also hope to extend the method to vector-valued
PDEs, with the goal of solving the surface Stokes equations. Evolving and deformable
surfaces pose an interesting challenge for the solver, as one factorization can no longer
be used to accelerate all time steps. Instead, we plan to investigate the use of the fast
direct solver as a preconditioner for nearby surfaces. Finally, we hope to couple this
on-surface solver to a full bulk solver to accurately simulate coupled bulk–diffusion
processes.
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